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Item Age Effect Against Global User Preference in Latent
Model of Recommendation System

Pannawit Samathiyadikun1,a) Atsuhiro Takasu1,2,b)

Abstract: Due to highly competitive among various companies and widely use of recommendation systems, they
need additional abilities to attract systems users, beside accuracy. In some cases, recommending items that may be
interesting in near future is far more attractive, but analyzing effect of time is very complex and difficult. In this work,
we starts at analyzing and stating assumptions about effect of time such as item age,on global user preference of item.
Then they are proven by probabilistic modelling with a latent variable included for avoiding sparsity problem, using
different distributions on discretized time data. The results of model show the significant improvement of accuracy
compared to other traditional recommendation systems, for both individual and list recommendation. Furthermore,
they also show that the accuracy, which is related to the number of possible values of the latent variable, is affected by
cardinality of discretized time data.

1. Introduction
Recommendation system is used in many electronic commer-

cial (e-commerce) site. For example, recommending goods in
Amazon, movies in Netflix, or music in Last.fm. By recommend-
ing interesting things to the people who use the system, it keeps
people stay, use, and buy goods in the site, because system’s users
is automatically given the item they might serching, continuously.
On the other hand, it increases popularity and revenue of com-
pany. Then the accuracy is the most important characteristic the
system would have.

One of the common problems for recommendation system is
the data sparsity, which is occurred when there are a lot of users
and items, but only a few ratings is given compared to all possi-
ble ratings. and the system may not have enough data to make an
effective recommendation. Normally, users’ history behaviors is
used in the most of the systems to produce recommendation for
them. Many different methods are researched and used in the sys-
tem to improve an it’s accuracy and overcome sparsity problem.

Funk’s SVD is one of the traditional latent model, the model in-
cludes of latent factors, that won Netflix Prize among other meth-
ods for a million dollar. This method maps numerical format of
item characteristics and user preferences into the same lower la-
tent factor dimension. That is, both item characteristics and user
preferences are associated with numerical vector of latent factors,
where each element in vector represent to each latent factor, then
user’s rating score for item is inferred from them. Technically,
idea of this method is similar to singular value decomposition
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(SVD), but all matrice values are stochastically learned by gradi-
ent descent or alternating least squares [1].

Other kind of approach of latent model is latent probabilistic
model, which it’s parameters are learned in probabilistic way.
Bayesian approach of Flexible Mixture Model (BFMM) is latent
probabilistic model that uses 2 different latent factors for users
preferences and items characteristics, seperately. Different from
Funk’s SVD that it’s latent factors is presented in numerical vec-
tor, which doesn’t have any meaning or hard to infer to what do
those numerical value mean. Each element in vectors of item or
user latent factors used in BFMM is represent to proportion or
likelihood of item or user latent factor in the whole given data.
From this angle of view, the latent factor in latent probabilistic
model can be inferred as class or group of the same characteris-
tics of data. Moreover, each user and item also has it own latent
factor vector, that is the model can softly categorize user and item
to each latent factor proportionally [2].

Due to widely used of recommendation systems nowadays,
beside accuracy, additional abilities to attract systems users is
needed. Concept drift presents changing of things over time, is in-
troduced to be another model assumption for increasing model’s
accuracy. The examples of concept drift in recommendation sys-
tem are is that popularity of item and user’s identity or preference
may change, and those also effect item’s rating given by user. Fur-
thermore, if the model implements this concept correctly, then the
changes in future is possible to be discovered, and can be used for
predicting the ratings that will be given in future.

SVD++, which is modified SVD that makes use of implicit
feedback information[1], is integrated with concept drift to be
able to tracking drifting of user’s preference over time, named
timeSVD++. It’s result shows that timeSVD++ archives improv-
ing accuracy beyond it’s ancestors, SVD and SVD++[3]. How-
ever, future concept drift still cannot be tracked in this work,
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Table 1: Characteristics of MovieLens 10M data set after inte-
grating with IMDb

MovieLens 10M
Ratings 6,339,088

Users 69,875
Items 5,379

Scores 0.5,1,1.5,...,5
Time range 01/29/1996 - 01/05/2009

Sparsity 98.9831%

which is what we are interested, but we realize that concept drift
on the timeline is really hard to track, so we try to use another
kind of time data instead of using time stamp when rating is gen-
erated.

In the time aspect for the most kind of item, the new item would
be preferred by customer more than the old one. Because of this
truth, item age when rating is given is introduced to use as time
data in this work. Our final goal is modelling the future concept
drift, but this work is still in the early stage. We model the re-
lation only between item’s characteristics, given rating, and age
when it is rated by using latent probabilistic graphical model with
different distributions. User’s preference is not included, to keep
model be simple, Evaluation result of this model with various
number of latent factors helps us judge that item’s age is usable
time data that affect given rating or not, and which distribution is
suitable for this model.

2. Data Analysis
MovieLens data set of 10 millions rating data [6], which in-

clude rating scores of some pairs of user and item with times-
tamp when it was given, are used in our experiments. However,
the data we really need to experiment with is item age when rat-
ing score was given, but it is not available. Fortunately, it can
be obtained by subtracting rating timestamp with item release
date, which available in Internet Movie Database (IMDb) [5]. We
linked MovieLens and IMDb together via movie title through the
procedure provided by [4], but some ratings is missing because of
different movie title used in each source. The details of 2 different
data sets after linking with IMDb are listed in Table 1.

After data merging is done, item age at the time rating is given
can be calculated as:

item age = timestamp(x) − release date(xv)

xt =

⌈ item age
timewindow size

⌉
(1)

where a tuple of observed data that includes of item ID, rating
score, and item age when it is rated, is defined as x = (xv, xr, xt) ∈
X, respectively. Finally, item age is discretized to be an integer for
ease of calculation, which results xt. Various sizes of time win-
dow are experimented to find the suitable one that can visualize
patterns of rating score and item age, which a half year (182.625
days) is decided to use in this work.

Fig. 1 shows frequency of each rating score in each item age
bin. As inferred from peak of Fig. 1a, it takes at least 6 months
after movie releases date to get popular. One of possible reasons
is most of the audience prefers to watch movie in somewhere else
from cinema. Fig. 1b shows that movie age is the observable fac-
tor which makes scores proportions a little bit vary for each time

window. However, if we consider ratings where score equal and
above 3.5 as good ratings, else are bad ratings. It tends to have
more of ratings with good scores for old movies. According to
normal behaviors of users when making decision to pick up old
movie, nobody wants to watch old movie actually as described
from the right side tail of Fig. 1a. They watch them on purpose
other than just updated their knowledge, such as studying or re-
searching. So those movies are carefully picked up by many cri-
teria, e.g., synopsis, director.

3. Proposed Model
In this section, we introduce the probabilistic model that is built

to prove our assumptions about effect of item age on global pref-
erence of item.

3.1 Time-Aware Latent Model
Due to complexity and uncertainty caused by effect of time

context, we would like to build a simple model that is able to rea-
sonably classify or capture a pattern of relation of item age among
other kinds of data. Firstly, let us define some notation we use
through this paper. X is set of all observed data, which includes
of item xv ∈ XV, rating score xr ∈ XR, and item age xt ∈ XT . C
is set of classes c that indicates pattern of each tuple of observed
data x = (xv, xr, xt) ∈ X. Latent variable z, which is only an un-
observed data in this model, indicates the class membership for a
tuple of observed data x. Then Y is set of complete-data, where
each tuple y ∈ Y is (x, z).

Different from the most of classification methods, by using la-
tent variable in this task, it lets x be a member in multiple classes
that is called soft-clustering, where θz(i)=c is the probability that
describes how much is i-th of x likely to be a member of class c.

We assume all data is generated from probability that is multi-
nomial distribution for simplification, as follows:

z ∼ p(z) ≡ Multi(~θ) (2)

xv ∼ p(xv|z) ≡ Multi(~νz) (3)

xr ∼ p(xr |z) ≡ Multi(~ρz) (4)

xt ∼ p(xt |z) ≡

 Multi(~ηz)
Pois(ηz)

(5)

Except for item age, which can be also generated from Poisson
distribution in addition to multinomial distribution. Poisson dis-
tribution is experimented in this model, because of the shape of
trend of number of observed data for each time bin discovered
by plotting the graph shown as Fig. (1-left), is fitted to Poisson
distribution. It may results the greater accuracy than using multi-
nomial distribution.

Then likelihood of the complete-data in this model is defined
as:

p(Y; Θ) =p(X,Z; Θ) =
∏

i

p(x(i), z(i); Θ)

=
∏

i

p(xt(i)|z(i))p(xr(i)|z(i))p(xv(i)|z(i))p(z(i))

=
∏

i

p(xt(i)|z(i))ρz(i) xr(i)νz(i) xu(i)θz(i) (6)
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Distribution of number of transactions for each interval of time
on MovieLens 10m records integrated with IMDb.

Epoch since the first released date of each movie (182.625 days)
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(a) Bar graph shows distribution of ratings
along item age.
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Changing of proportion of number of transactions for each rating score
in each interval of time on MovieLens 10m records integrated with IMDb.

Epoch since the first released date of each movie (182.625 days)
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(b) Bar graph shows proportion of rating
score in each item age bin.

Fig. 1: Graph shows trend of proportion of each rating score over discretized item age on MovieLens 10M data set
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Fig. 2: Probabilistic graphical model of proposed model

where p(x(i), z(i); Θ) is joint probability and

p(xt(i)|z(i)) =


ηz(i) xt(i) if xt(i) ∼ Multi(~ηz(i) )

η
xt(i)
z(i)

xt(i)!
e−ηz(i) if xt(i) ∼ Pois(ηz(i) )

(7)

3.2 Learning and Prediction Procedures
The well-known maximum-likelihood estimator, Expectation

and Maximization (EM) algorithm is used to learn proposed
model’s parameters Θ(t) = {θ,~νz, ~ρz, ~ηz}.

This iterated algorithm switches back and forth between 2
steps, where for each iteration t, firstly, joint-posterior probability
of the latent class c ∈ C for each i-th observed data is computed
in expectation step (E-step) with following equation:

p(c|x(i); Θ(t)) =
p(x(i), c; Θ(t))∑

z=c∈C p(x(i), z; Θ(t))
(8)

Then in the maximization step (M-step), the model parameters
are gradually optimized according to computed joint-posterior
probability of the latent class in E-step as:

θ(t+1)
c =

∑
i p(c|x(i); Θ(t))∑

i
∑

z=c∈C p(z|x(i); Θ(t))
(9)

ν(t+1)
cxv =

∑
i:xv(i)=xv p(c|x(i); Θ(t))∑

i p(c|x(i); Θ(t))
(10)

ρ(t+1)
cxr

=

∑
i:xr(i)=xr

p(c|x(i); Θ(t))∑
i p(c|x(i); Θ(t))

(11)

if xt ∼ Multi(~ηz) :

η(t+1)
cxt

=

∑
i:xt(i)=xt

p(c|x(i); Θ(t))∑
i p(c|x(i); Θ(t))

(12)

if xt ∼ Pois(ηz) :

η(t+1)
c =

∑
i p(c|x(i); Θ(t))xt(i)∑

i p(c|x(i); Θ(t))
(13)

Although, model parameters are all randomized and normal-
ized before going through EM algorithm, we named this way of
initialization as RandomAll. Because latent class is the only vari-
able that is unseen from data set, then we randomly initialize only
model parameter of latent classes (~θ). On the other hand, another
model parameters are initialized in frequentism way, for exam-
ple, probability that an item v is member of class c (νcv = p(v|c))
is computed by normalized Nv.

Unlike multinomial parameters, Poisson parameters is totally
different. It doesn’t has value boundary, while the multinomial’s
must be between 0 and 1. So we decide to initialize them to have
the most coverage on all time windows. For example, if there are
79 time windows and 5 classes in this experiment. The Poisson
parameter for each class will be (0,20,40,60,79), respectively. We
named this alternate initialization of model parameters that only
model parameter of latent classes is randomized as RandomClass.

In the end, those parameters that are already well-optimized for
a set of data, is used to predict global preference of target item, at
the specific item age, by computing expected value of score from
marginalized model’s joint probability, as follows:
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r̂(x) =
∑
r∈R

r
p(x; xr = r)∑

r′∈R p(x; xr = r′)
(14)

p(x; xr = r) =
∑

z=c∈C

p(xt |z)ρzxrνzxuθz

4. Experiments
In this section, experiment results are presented in order to ad-

dress two topics.
( 1 ) Model of both multinomial and Poisson distributions are ex-

perimented for observing which distribution is better at fit-
ting to test data?

( 2 ) Various models with different number of of latent classes are
experimented for observing effect to model accuracy, and an-
alyzing the relation between number of latent classes and
number of time windows.

( 3 ) Performance of Funk’s SVD, which is traditional personal-
ized model, is compared for observing and analyzing how
much does item age effect an accuracy of unpersonalized
prediction?

4.1 Evaluation Metrics
Model accuracy is evaluated for 2 different kinds of results:

predicted numeric rating score, and list of k-ranked item recom-
mended by the model. Mean absolute error (MAE) is used to
evaluate difference of the prediction from the actual rating scores
on items that user voted.

MAE =
1
|X|

∑
x∈X

|r̂(x) − r(x)| (15)

List of k-ranked item is produced by descending ordering those
items rated from user by their predicted rating score, where the
recommended list of k-ranked item for user xu is defined by
X̂V(xu) = {x̂v(1), . . . , x̂v(rank), . . . , x̂v(k)}. We have 2 evaluation met-
rics for measuring the accuracy in this case. The first is preci-
sion, which can be calculated by counting how many items in
the ranked list user preferred. In this work, we assume that user
prefers item that is rated more than the half of score’s range (R/2).
That is user gives an actual rating more than 5 score of 10-score
range, if user likes the item. Mean precision of k-ranked item list
is calculated as:

P@k =
1
|XU |

∑
xu∈XU

∑
x̂v∈X̂V(xu)

σ(r(xu, x̂v) > R/2) (16)

Another evaluation metric for ranked item list is normalized
discounted cumulative gain (nDCG). This metric is different from
precision, because it evaluate priority-wise by order of the item.
That is value of nDCG is large, if the beginning part of the list
is correctly ordered. In contrast, value of nDCG is small in case
of it’s the tail part is correctly ordered, but the beginning part is
incorrectly ordered. Formula for calculating nDCG is as follows:

nDCG@k =
1
|XU |

∑
xu∈XU

DCG@k(X̂V(xu))

IDCG@k(X̂V(xu))
(17)

DCG@k(X̂V(xu)) =

k∑
rank=1

2r(xu ,x̂v(rank))

log2(1 + rank)
(18)

where IDCG@k is an ideal DCG@k that can be calculated in
case of the list of recommended items is correctly ordered, which
results in high relevance score, or actual rating score in this ex-
periment.

4.2 Evaluation Result

Fig. 3: Evaluation result of predicted rating score by MAE met-
rics with different number of classes and model, where red line is
at 79 classes

We experiment the proposed model with various cardinality of
class: 25, 50 ,75, 100 classes, 2 different ways of model’s param-
eters’ initialization, and distributions for item age as described in
Section 3.

By comparing models’ accuracy among various number of
classes from different matrics, model with 25 classes provides
the most accurate result, and its accuracy is decreased as number
of classes is increased. Therefore, the suitable number of classes
may be less than 25. We will figure this out in future work.

Although, Poisson model has the greatest accuracy measured
by MAE, but it is not significantly greater than others that much
(different between best and worst result of MAE is 0.001), as
shown in Fig. (3). So we will not take MAE metric into account
for judging model’s accuracy.

The winner is 25-classes multinomial model with Random-
Class, for any k. Precision and nDCG of k-ranked items list for
all model settings is decreased as k is increased, because items in
tail of recommended list are not predicted accurately. However,
according to trend of accuracy of each model, they are really hard
to analyze how does cardinality of class effect model’s accuracy.

The things we can see is that, trends’ slope is became shallow
as k is increased. From the aspect of cardinality of class, in some
case, accuracy is also decreased as number of classes is increased
until around 50-75 classes, then it turns to be increased again as
shown in Fig. (4) and (5). However, this phenomenon may in-
volve with assigned number of time windows, 79 time windows
in this experiment.

Furthermore, there is conflict of obtained evaluation results via
precision and nDCG in some cases. When taking experiment
of 75-classes multinomial model with RandomClass, it produces
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(a) k = 3 (b) k = 5 (c) k = 10

Fig. 4: Evaluation result of k-ranked items list from precision metrics with different number of classes and model, where red line is at 79
classes

(a) k = 3 (b) k = 5 (c) k = 10

Fig. 5: Evaluation result of k-ranked items list from nDCG metrics with different number of classes and model, where red line is at 79
classes

high precision but low nDCG, that means there are high-rating
items in obtained k-ranked items list, but in incorrect order. While
100-classes multinomial model with RandomAll produces low
precision but high nDCG, which means k-ranked items list is or-
dered correctly, but it contains low-rating score items.

As for Poisson model with RandomClass, it is very interesting
that accuracy of model doesn’t change, until number of classes
goes beyond 50 classes. Unfortunately, log-likelihood doesn’t
seem to be relevant to trends of model’s accuracy aginst number
of classes, but still relevant to log-likelihood plotted in Fig. 6 that
the most accurate model has the lowest value of |Log-Likelihood|.
We will find out the reason behind this through learned parame-
ters of model in future work.

Finally, multinomial model with RandomClass is compared
with Funk’s SVD in 25 latent factors. Parameters of Funk’s
SVD are learned via stochastic gradient descent for 1000 iter-
ations, which makes those parameters optimized in most cases.
We experiment with various value of learning rate and regular-
ization value for Funk’s SVD. Learning rate is tuned for the
largest value that doesn’t go out of optimal point, which is 0.005.
Fig. 7 shows that multinomial model with RandomClass has more
accuracy than Funk’s SVD significantly. That is unpersonal-
ized recommendation by using item characteristics, and item age
data provides more accuracy than personalized recommendation.

In the future work, we would like to compare this model with
timeSVD++, which results time-personalized recommendation.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we present a possible way to predict future trend

by using other type of time data, item age, instead of normal
time stamp. Simple non-personalized latent probabilistic model
is built to prove that item age can be used in place of normal
time stamp. The experimental results show that the model pro-
vides significantly greater accuracy than traditional latent model,
Funk’s SVD. That is time non-personalized recommendation is
better than personalized recommendation. However, many mys-
teries still are remained and uncleared. In future work, we would
like to do more detailed experiment, model with various cardinal-
ity of class. Finally, the model is planned to be personalized to
able to compare with timeSVD++.
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(a) Multinomial model with RandomAll (b) Multinomial model with RandomClass (c) Poisson model with RandomClass

Fig. 6: Convergence of various models with different settings and number of classes.
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